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INTRODUCTION

The Brigham Young University Education and Law Journal is published twice yearly through a cooperative effort of the J. Reuben Clark Law School and the Brigham Young University Department of Educational Leadership and Foundations. It provides a forum for scholarly works concerning legal topics within the field of education. The primary focus of the Journal is on discussions of legal issues faced in higher education and by K-12 school administrators, teachers, and their legal advisors.

As one of a limited number of arenas for scholarly discussion in the field of education law, the Journal is always in the process of considering papers to publish. Papers for the second issue of volume 2008 should be submitted by November 25, 2007. Papers for the first issue of volume 2009 should be submitted by July 1, 2008. Papers dealing in any area of education law are considered by the Journal staff for publication. An abstract and the author’s resume or vita should be included with each submission.

To expedite the editing and publication process, papers should be submitted electronically, in Microsoft Word version 97 or newer, to the e-mail address below. Subsequent communications will be sent to authors by e-mail whenever possible. When e-mail is unavailable, please mail a hard copy and a computer diskette. The BYU Education and Law Journal reserves the right to reject paper submissions for any reason.

To submit papers, subscribe to the Journal, obtain past issues, or make comments, please contact the Journal at:

BYU Education and Law Journal
Brigham Young University
471G JRCB
Provo, UT 84602
(801) 422-3671
lawed@lawgate.byu.edu
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